
We are Telrock Systems, providers of OptimusOptimus - the newest, most innovative cloud-native collections and 

recovery solution that solves one of the biggest challenges facing debt management leaders: making optimal 

use of their firm’s proprietary and third-party data to drive better collections results. Today’s organizations 

need both real-time API integration, as well as supplemental file-based integration capabilities. Telrock Systems’ 

solution supports both! 

Optimus’ no-code integration tool, Data IntegratorData Integrator, enables business users to configure and map inbound files to 

load and update data in Optimus, while also extracting data from Optimus to send to other systems – without 

reliance on your IT (Information Technology) organization. Optimus’ database schema can maintain 15,000+ 

pre-defined attributes, which together with ‘no-code’ schema extensibility, enables organizations to incorporate 

unlimited amounts of their data into workflows, rules, data extracts, and analytics. Realizing that new data 

attributes need to be incorporated periodically, Optimus’ Data Integrator provides an efficient and business-

friendly means to add new data to Optimus and share data with other applications and/or third parties.  

OPTIMUS FEATURING  
DATA INTEGRATOR

 You are a Systems  
Integration Leader. 
You understand the value of 

expediting and removing the 

complexities and costs historically 

associated with file-based  

system-to-system integration. 

You are a Data  
Analysis Leader.  
You want to improve your 

organization’s performance by 

using your data to help optimize 

results. You understand the 

importance of being able to  

upload and update data as well  

as being able to export data 

to other systems (internal and 

external) expeditiously, when,  

and as often as you need to.

 

You are a Risk  
Strategy Leader.  
You know that your ability to 

incorporate data quickly into  

your business strategies (and 

associated workflows/rules)  

will allow you to service  

your customers better while 

improving results.

WHO ARE YOU?

That’s Optimus by Telrock Systems – Smarter Technology, Better Results.

WHO ARE WE?

WHO ARE YOU?



About Telrock Systems
Telrock Systems is a global technology provider of modern SaaS, cloud-native consumer debt collection and universal business rules management 

and system integration solutions. Our flagship collections solution, Optimus, is an enterprise-wide collections and recovery software platform built 

new from the ground up. Our flagship business rules management and systems integration solution, SmartConnect, delivers rapid, no-code design, 

deployment and management of business rules and system integration capabilities for application in any enterprise. Both solutions leverage 

modern technology, powerful cloud computing, PCI DSS and SOC2 compliance and are built on more intelligent designs resulting in the broadest 

and richest Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offerings in the market. We provide our solutions in North America and Latin America (LATAM) from our 

Atlanta office, and in Europe, the Middle East, Africa (EMEA), and Asia Pacific (ASPAC) from our London, UK office. Contact us at info@telrock.com or 

visit www.telrock.com for more information.

www.telrock.com

KEY VALUES:
•  Leverage no-code integration which provides flexibility to replicate or add new data  

from anywhere.

•  Utilize new data that can be easily and quickly added, thereby allowing new business  

strategies to be deployed efficiently.

•  Provide more timely data to third-parties such as collection agencies that are working  

accounts on your behalf, better positioning those agencies to drive more dollars  

collected in a quicker manner.

•  Reduce the reliance on your IT organization and/or solution provider as data  

access changes can be driven and deployed by the business.

For more information, email info@telrock.com

Data IntegratorData Integrator was designed to provide organizations with the flexibility of ingesting, mapping, and testing 

multiple file formats, coupled with its ability to handle an inbound integration file that has multiple record 

types. Through all its flexible configuration, debt management leaders can map inbound data to Optimus 

including account, debtor, address, phone, email, collateral, financial transactions, history, and more. Through 

its transformation feature, data can be normalized or transformed, reducing the need for upstream solutions to 

alter their integration streams. Clients can leverage the Data Integrator subsystem to be used during conversion 

activities, loading new accounts, and updating existing accounts from clients, hosts, or data vendors. 

From an outbound perspective, Data Integrator’s integration flexibility can be leveraged to extract and format 

data to send to other solutions within your enterprise domain, such as servicing systems and enterprise data 

warehouses, or to external entities (e.g., third-party service providers and collection agencies). All of which could 

be initiated by leveraging workflow management and account decisioning features throughout the solution.


